
COOLING TOWER
OPERATION MANUAL

The EMERYMARK cooling tower is an essential addition to all 
water-cooled machines.

Its function is to receive hot water from the equipment, cool it 
and send it fresh (18 to 20 °C), in a continuous cycle.

ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION

The cooling tower requires a 220 Volt single-phase
connection.

It is recommended to leave a free space of 50 cm at the top 
of the tower to ensure proper ventilation of the equipment. 

DATA

Width
Depth
Height
Weight

93.4 cm / 36.7”
96.7 cm / 38”
215.3 cm / 84.7”
113 kg / 249.1 lb

Dimensions  Pump  

Quantity
Power
Consumption

1
1 HP
1.62 KW  

Fan  

Quantity
Power
Consumption

1
0.5 HP
0.92 KW  

Installation  

Fuse size
Power cord
Voltage

10 A
14 AWG
220 VAC 
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PARTS

INSTALLATION

1. Fan: Cools the water.

2. Shower: Hot water outlet to start the cooling process.

3. Pump: Pumps fresh water to connected equipment.

4. Water tank: Where water is stored.

5. Hot water inlet: Hot water enters from the connected 
equipment.

6. Cold water outlet: Cold water comes out to the equipment
connected.

7. Drainage: To empty the water tank.

8. Water intake: To fill the water tank. It is automatic,
it has a float.
  

The cooling tower may arrive packed with separate parts, in this case, it is necessary to install them.

Pump:

1. Screw the base with the pump to the tower.

2. Connect the pipe (at the cold water outlet).

3. Connect the male plug of the pump with the female plug of the tower.

Float:

1. Inside the water tank, screw it into the right corner.

Tank cover:

1. Screw on the tank cover.
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Once all the corresponding water connections have been made, it is connected to the supply
electric. The tower will start to work automatically. To turn off, disconnect from the power supply.

It is recommended to constantly clean the tower and avoid scale build-up. It is important to keep it 
in top condition, as it is critical to the proper functioning of your water-cooled machine.  

FUNCTIONING

WATER CONNECTIONS
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